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Villa Brandolini on Lake Maggiore
is a romantic and ancient abode. The
large villa is  furnished with antiques
and modern design, counts a
charming decorated inner patio
sustained by pink granite columns,
and is located in a historic terraced
garden with a spectacular swimming
pool overlooking the stunning
Borromeo Gulf.



Villa Brandolini is an ideal place to
relax and spend time with friends and
family in one of the most spectacular
settings in Italy, as well as somewhere
to stay with a view to visit Milan or local
treasures such as the botanic garden
of the Isola Madre, or the Rococo
Palace and garden of the Isola Bella, or
the characteristic Isola Pescatori
(Fishermen Island), or nearby charming
Lake Orta with its convent



Activities
Golf lovers will find that there are two
lovely courses nearby – the Alpino and the
Iles des Borromees Golf Club. 

Cyclists who wish to follow in the footsteps
of their Giro d’Italia heroes can take their 
bike up the road on the same track that the
Giro uses to reach the Mottarone climb, a
1500m ascent with spectacular views which
starts from the Villa.



The enchanting little lakeside town of Baveno,
next to Stresa, is of Roman origin, and is famous
for its mineral water springs and its quarries of
pink granite, and as a holiday resort. 
The fine lakefront promenade offers a superb
view of the Borromean Islands, which can be
reached by boats leaving from Baveno harbour.
The architectural attractions of the town include
the Parish Church of Santi Gervasio and
Protasio and the Baptistery, which stand in a
broad square accessed from Via Monte Grappa.

Surroundings



The beautiful nature, pearls of
architecture and mild climate
make Stresa one of the most
popular tourist places of Lake
Maggiore and of Italy. Stresa is an
ideal base for the Borromean
Islands, one of the main attractions
of Lake Maggiore. 
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